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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

Purpose of the Study

The extraordinary wealth and variety of music for

brasses, particularly that written during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, has such vitality, charm and in-

terest that it should be brought to the attention of all con-

temporary musicians, particularly conductars and teachers.

The purpose of this thesis is to bring to light some of the

music written for, or especially adaptable to, brass ensem-

bles before the close of the eighteenth century. This study

must concern itself with the music which has been preserved

and is available, and with such music as can be played on

modern instruments. It must be stated that some of the

music mentioned herein was not written specifically for

brass instruments, but the style and general character of

the music make it adaptable for a brass instrumentation.

By the fourteenth century there were in common use the

prototypes of the brass instruments used today. Compara-

tively little of the instrumental music has been preserved

because the most important music was vocal. Instrumental

music came into its own during the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, and instruments were used to a great extent in

conjunction with voices.

1-
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To the vast majority of musicians the brass choir and

ensemble is considered a musical innovation -of comparatively

recent origin. Actually, original compositions for choirs

of brass instruments were frequently performed during the

sixteenth century; and although brass instruments were used

before this time, present available evidence does not indi-

cate the existence of a specified instrumentation before the

sixteenth century except for a very few cases. 1 Hans David

states that the first compositions which were definitely

composed for wind instruments were probably two ArieAl

Bgttglie Q _g .Instrumenti d Fiatg, written by Andrea Gab-

rieli and Annibale Padoana, and published in 1580. Arnold

Schering gives examples of earlier date, but the instrumen-

tal indications are almost impossible to verify.2

The technique of writing for brass instruments was some-

what limited in this period, largely because of the undevel-

oped state of the instruments, They were many in number,

including various groups most of which covered the entire

range from bass to soprano; but tuning them harmoniously was

practically an impossibility. From this difficulty developed

a tendency to write for choirs of related instruments, but

the development of modern instruments has altered this con-

ception to a degree. Host authorities, however, maintain

1Bernard Fitzgerald, "The Brass Choir," The Insia-
mntalist, IV (January-February, 1950), 27.

2 iRichard Franko Goldman, The Band's Music, p. 21.
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that several instruments on each part is desirable, and it

is in this respect that most brass ensemble music can hardly

be called chamber music. The majority of the music in this

work is for brass choir unless otherwise specified.

The brass choir may be used to a good advantage on con-

cert programs by concert band as well as symphony orchestras.

In most cases this great source of tried and proven music is

completely ignored by conductors simply because they are un-

aware of its existence or because they are unaware of its

availability in modern editions.

Method of Presentation

This work is composed of historical information about

the period under study, biographical information about the

composers of the period, and examples of brass ensemble and

brass choir music written during the period which may be

played on modern brass instruments. Modern editions have

been used as examples when available because of their con-

venience, and the instrumentation indicated are, for the most

part, those of the author and known authorities in the field.

The quantity of information and biographical data on the com-

posers is definitely limited in some cases, and practically

nonexistent in others. However, the period in which they

lived and the countries in which they flourished is quite

well established in most cases.



CHAPTER II

THE ITALIAN CONTRIBUTIONS

The Social Status of the Sixteenth

Century Italian Musicians

Italian town musicians during the sixteenth century

occupied the lowest rank in the musical world of that day.

They probably inherited their status to a certain extent

from the histriones and Jogula.ores of the Middle Ages,

when, as wandering minstrel1 , they were considered vagabonds

and had no rights as citizens. Gradually they acquired

civil rights and became honorable citizens, so to speak;

but their education was inferior to that of singers, for

they were usually more versed in practical than in the

theoretical elements of music.1  The instrumentalists can

be divided into two groups: the town trumpeters and the

town band. The trumpeters assisted in all public functions

and served as messengers and town criers. Their musical

abilities were usually limited to the traditional flourishes

and signals, though in rarer cases they had to be full

fledged instrumentalists and play in church services. The

pifari or town band musicians were not merely fibers but

1Carl Anthon, "Some Aspects of the Social Status of
Italian Musicians During the Sixteenth Century," Journal of
Rena iss ance .a1 Bmoqueyjj I (December , 1946)0, 223.

4
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players of any wind instrument. They were also present in

public celebrations , but their main duty was to entertain

the citizenry with concerts from the balcony of the town hall

or on the market square at regular hours during the day.

Both trumpeters and piffari were at the disposal of the mag-

istrates and received a monthly salary of around three to six

ducats. All a town player could hope to achieve in the musi-

cal world was to become a capo or leader of a band. 2

The following document may be quoted which conveys a

fairly good picture of the organization of a town band:

Nicolao is to be the director and head of saaid
music ians, and they must obey him in performing what-
ever music in whatever manner he may choose. When
playing in the city hall, before and after the dinner
of the Signori, lMesser Bernardino da Padoria is to
play the f irst soprano, and Vincenzo di Pasquino
Bastini the second soprano, but when playing in thehall or the chambers of the Signoria, each one is to play
or sing the part assigned to him by said Nicolao, their
director. However, outside of the city hall, in church,on the public square,, at weddings, feasts, serenades
or other events where they will number at least six,Messer Giulio is to play the first soprano, Messer
Bernardino, his father, the second, and Messer Vincenzo
the third, that is, contralto.

And if by chance, which God forbid, there should
arise among them a quarrel, ill-will, or other trouble,Messer Nicolao is to intervene and restore peace, and ifanyone should refuse to listen to reason he is to be re-ported to the ignoria in office at the time, so that
steps can be taken accordingly. And since beautiful
music and perfect harmony are the result of constant
practice, there should be assigned to them for this pur-pose a room . . . equipped with tables and benches inwhich they are to meet for practice twice a week for twohours, namely, Wednesdays and Saturdays. From the firstof February to the last of September they shall meet in

2Ibid., p. 222.
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the morning, two hours before dinner, and from the firstof October to the last of January, in the afternoon, twohours before supper.
In order to enforce these rules, the maestro di casashall take the attendance and those who are absent shallbe fined one carlino for each time, except in case of

illness or other legitimate excuse . .. 0.3

The lot of the court musician was quite different from

that of the town and church musicians. Their employer was

a whimsical autocrat of a small principality whose entire

life was spent in securing and improvii; his precarious posi-

tion among a host of jealous rivals and enemies. These

despots were rivals not only in politics but in everything

that contributed to a flourishing state. They were as anx-

ious to obtain and retain the best musicians as they were the

best soldiers,, artists,, and scholars. Musicians were hired

and dismissed at the pleasure of the prince who, however,

generally did all in his power to bind his artists to his

court by generous treatment. In some cases musicians who won

the favor of their prince attained a position of influence

and a large income.

In contrast to town musicians, almost all court musi-

cians were hired through long-distance negotiations. The

Italian potentates kept their agents busy in Rome, in Venice,

and in foreign countries, enticing musicians with high sal-

aries, traveling expenses, and promises. The agents gathered

minute information regarding their character and musical

Ibid ,p. 225.
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ability, and often as not a man was selected because of his

ability to compose music hurriedly and on the basis of how

many musical instruments he could play. 4

The social status of court musicians depended, of course,

on their personality, age, and ability. Some of them rose

to the position of courtiers, others were like town musicians.

Their duties were irregular, sometimes exceedingly light,

and only in a court could a musician be invested with a

piece of land for composing one madrigal a year.

Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina

Giovanni Pierluigi (1526-1594), called da Palestrina

from the place of his birth, had a variety of interesting,

if confusing, names which he was called at one time or an-

other. He was known as Palestrina, Pellestrino, Gio. Pal-

estrina, Gianetto Palestrino, Gian Pierl. de Palestrina,

Joh. Petrus Aloisius, Jo. Petraloys, Giov. Prenestini,

Joannes Praenestinus, Joannes Pelraloysius Prenestinus, and

several others, 5  With the exception of a few madrigals, his

whole output was sacred music, and even the madrigals were

entirely spiritual compositions. 6

4Ibid., p. 228.
5"Palestrina ," Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XIX-XX,

13th ed.

6 Paul H. Lang, Music in the Western Civilization,
pp. 232-233.
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In 1551, by favour of Pope Julius III, he was elected

kagister Cappellae and Magister Puerorurn at the Cappella

Gulia S. Pietro in Vaticano, with a salary of six . ludi per

month and a house. Three years later he published his First

Bo-ok sf. 4se , ded ica ted to Pope Julius III. In 1555 he

was enrolled amxng the singers of the Cappella Sist ina. The

legality of the new appointment was disputed on the grounds

that Palestrina was married, and. when Pope Julius III died,

Palestrina was removed from his position with a paltry penw

sion. This was a grave disappointment, but he was soon

appointed maestro i.cap pella at the Lateran and later at

Santa Maria Maggiore. He stayed in thia position for ten

years and to this period is assigned an important chapter

in the history of the music. The work of Palestrina was in

many styles, but it may be divided roughly into three types:

(1) the Flemish style with its utter disregard for proportion;

(2) the style of which the issa Papae Mrgelli is an admirable

example and also one of his greatest works; and (3) the style

in which he relies entirely upon the beauty of simple masses

of harmony without any elaborate polyphony whatever, as in the

Stabat Mater. This is probably the most distinctive phase of

his style.7

In Example I is found one of the few instrumental works

of the great master. It must be stated that some doubts

7"Pal estr ina," Enc- cl odia Britannica , Vol. XIX-XX,
13th edition.
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exist concerning the true composer of this work. No original

autograph or printed edition is extant; however mcet musio-

cologists, reservedly attribute it to Palestrina. 7 a In the
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Example l.-"licerCar del Primo Tuono," from
Rio ruari opra Tuoni QuarVocit, by Palestrina.

example shown, the music has been lowered one whole tone and

the lower octave added to the bass. Palestrin indicated

no exact instrumentation for this music; however, performance

by brass instruments is quite in keeping with the practice

of the sixteenth century. For best results, a desirable

instrumentation would be for cornet, horn, trombone, baritone,

and tuba, with four to six players on each for best sonority.

One of the greatest virtues of this music is that it can be

played with pleasing results by the average instrumentalist,

7 URobert D. King, Rieror . Primo Tuono
Palestrina.
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The high school music teacher might use this to great advan-

tage as an ensemble number.

Giovanni Gabrieli

The next, and perhaps the most prolific, composer of

the Italian realm was Giovanni Gabrieli who was born in

Venice in 1557 and died about 1612. He succeeded Claudio

Merulo as first organist of St. Mark's in January of 1558.

Although he seems never to have left Venice, he was well

known throughout the civilized world for his extraordinary

contrapuntal facility. His bacre jmhoge (1597) contains

motets for various numbers of voices up to sixteen, and in

a collection of 1615, nineteen parts are employed, His

modulations are often so bold and difficult that it is hard

to believe that they were ever intended to be sung.8 As a

teacher he was sought far and wide. Together with Palestrina

and Orland Lasso he represents the culminating glory of the

strict contrapuntal schools of the sixteenth century. Gab-

rieli was one of the greatest geniuses of the Venetian

School, and he often introduced instrumental parts in his

choral works although a cappella writing was his habitual

style. 9 He was a master of luxuriant sonorities and eight,

ten, and twelve part motets. The SLna i n e Forte in

8"Gabrieli, Giovanni," Grioves tionar yof Musdic an
Musician, Vol. II.

9"Gabrieli1 Cyclope dia of Mus i and Qujiiansv, Vol. Il
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Example 2 was written for two

formed by instrumentalists of

brass quartets and may be per-

average talent. This work was

owl

Example 2. --The Sonaa Lj ian F orte of Giovanni Gabrieli1

originally scored for eight instruments, wi th one cornet and

three trombones in the first quartet and one violin and

three trombones in the second. quartet. The presence of the

violin in the second quartet is an interesting insight into

the early ideas of instrumentation. The modern edition

AW
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shown here was transcribed and edited by Russell Harvey and

calls for two cornets, one horn in F, and one trombone in

the first quartet; and one horn in F, two trombones, and one

bass trombone or tuba in the second quartet. The title of

this piece might be freely translated as, "Music, soft and

loud." It is an ecclesiastical composition, originally

scored in antiphonal style, which means the instruments were

separated into two groups, or bands, and were placed some

distance apart in two different sections of the church.

The music of Gabrieli is closely related to the splen-

dour that characterized Venice at the end of the sixteenth

century. In the Church of St. Mark, where he served as first

organist from 1585 to 1612, there are two choir lofts and

two organs facing each other across the nave which is an

ideal setting for double choir writing such as is found in

the L3anzon 2s.pfli Toni No. 1 (Example 3).10 This work has

been revised and edited by Robert King using the following

instrumentation: one cornet, one horn in F, and two trom-

bones in each quartet. It is not surprising that Gabrieli

should have chosen brass instruments as a medium for his

great masses of tone. Brass alone could furnish the effect

for outdoor music and also blend well with organ and voices

inside the church.

10Eobert King, Canzon eptimi Toni No. 1 lj Gioani

00W - 'j, --.- -*4*. ,
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Example 3,'-Gabrieli's Canzon Septii Toni No, I.

One of the Venetian master's greatest compositions is

the great work for triple choir shown in Example 4. Here is

ceremonial music at its best, employing three choirs with

the following instrumentations:

1st Choir: Cornet I and II, Trombone, Baritone, and

Tuba.

2nd Choir: Trombones I, II, IIl, and IV, and Tuba.

3rd Choir: Cornets I and II, Baritones I and II, and Tuba.
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This work might be diff icult for the high school director to

use because of the number of instruments needed, but it is

extremely effective when properly performed with an adequate

number of instruments.

Through the music of Gabrieli the lavish spectacles of

Venetian prosperity and splendor live again, and the Sonal

Octavi Toni, in Example 5, is indicative of the skill with

which he sets off one mass of tone against another. Gabrieli

generally used small motifs in all of his works. These

motifs were carried through each. choir he introduced, or

through all voices of one of them, or between a few parts

only. They are constructed with the finest sense of balance

and with a rich variety of mood and stylistic character. 1 1

The compositions generally are short taking from two to eight

minutes for performance. The Sonata Octavi Toni is a mag-

nificent example of double choir writing which uses two

cornets, two trombones, baritone, and tuba in each choir.

The music is just as fresh and vital today as it was the

day the Venetian cornettists and trombonists first played

it. The edit ion shown has been lowered a major third from

the pitch given in the original parts.

llRichard Franko Goldman, Thj eBanL's_ Luaia p. 24.

r- '41. l---l--. -. , I - "OWN* immoil'"'Riplij, I - I I I $a-
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Claudio Monteverdi

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643), was one of the most im-

portant figures in the history of music and is generally asso-

ciated with the beginning of opera and the orchestra. Aside

from his great dramatic gifts, his achievement as a composer

of madrigals and sacred music was considerable; but he stands

out lost significantly as an innovator whose daring, though

unsystematic, handling of the embryo orchestra blazed a path

for the development of the modern symphony. The instrumental

effects and colors he produced, particularly in his dramatic

works, are as expressive and moving today as they were start-

ling and novel in the seventeenth century,12  He was one of

the f irst to make deliberate use of unprepared dissonance

which constituted a revolt against sixteenth century music.

Monteverdi was born at Cremona in May, 1567 and was en-

gaged at an early age as violist to the Duke of Mantua. He

studied composition under Ingegneri, whose position Monte-

verdi took as maestro di canPella in 1602. In 1607 he pro-

duced his first opera, Ariana , in which he employed his new

discords with good effect. 1 3 For the performance of his

second opera, Orfeo, at the court of Mantua in 1607, Monte-

verdi listed in the principal score thirty-six instruments.

Among them are twelve members of the violin family, organ,

12Jidney Beck, suite _l Claudio IMonteverdi.

13"Monteverdi," Engyclopedi Britannica, Vols. XVII-
XVIII, 13th edition.
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harpsichord, viola da gamba, small flute , four trombones,

one high trumpet, and three ordinary trumpets, muted. 0nly

in a few cases does he call upon all his forces to play to-

gether; certain small groups are specified here and there,

and a number of interludes are without any directions what-

soever. The three pieces for Orfeo, given as numbers I, I1,

and IV in the edition by Sidney Beck, are among those with-

out specified instrumentation. Samples of these three num-

bers may be found in Examples 6a, 6b, and 6c. Their

character , taken into consideration along with the number

of brasses in the orchestra and the developed tradition of

brass ensemble performance in Venice, make it appear al-

together likely that they were originally performed by the

-J w de 1 5.0

4 do

A I~=

Example 6a.--"Ritornello" from Act 5 of Monteverdi's
Orfe-.
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trumpets and trombones.14 In any case, they sound both

natural and effective when played by a brass ensemble, and

performance in this me dium is clearly in the taste and spirit

of Monteverdi's music.

Monteverdi also made effective use of instrumental music

in the form of ritornellos and sinfonias in his madrigals.

Two interesting examples have been chosen as the second and

last numbers of the suite by Sidney Beck (Examples rIa end rb).

Example 7a is the introduction to the madrigal 9uest Agli,

from his Fifth Book of Madrig (1605); Example 7b opens the

__od

~totE EIEL___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Example 7a . -- "Sinfonia" to the Madrigal, Ues t
Vagli, by Claudio Monteverdi.

1415,idney Be ak, *p. oil.
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Example 7b. --"inftonia" to the Madrigal, Tep
a Central, by Claudio Monteverdi.

Seventh Book _q-. Madrigal (1619), the first chorale-like sec-

tion appearing alone as a prelude to the madrigal TeMpro o

Qtra. N instrumentation was designated, but the music of

this character was frequently performed in Venice by ensembles

of brasses.15

Monteverdi, who was both an instrumentalist and a singer,

often took an active part in the performance of his own mad-

rigals. While he was serving both as Maestro di Camera and

Maestro di Cappella at antua, he had to supervise everything,

conduct rehearsals and the private performances. he also had

to compose madrigals at breakneck speed to the words of some

favorite poet, or devise music for the ballet on short notice.

15Ibid.



Finally he taught music to the children and young singers of

the court. The salary he received was very small for this

amount of 'work, and since ionteverdi was forced to keep up

appearances at the court, he was frequently in financial dis-

tress. On several occasions he fell ill from pure exhaustion

and was obliged to go to his father's house and rest. 1 6

As early as 1603 the Duke of Mantus was preoccupied with

the introduction of musical drama at his court. le engaged a

large number of artists whom he turned over to Monteverdi,

and in 1607 the Orfeo was presented in the Royal Palace. It

was quite a private experimental performance, to which were

invited only the intimate friends of the sovereigns. 1 7

16henry Prunieres, jonteverdi, hsan f Work, p. 12.

17Ibid., p. 57.



CHAPTER III

THE GERiMkN CONTRIBUTIONS

The Social Status of the Tower Musician

In order to establish another foundation of the wind-

instrument tradition, it is necessary to refer to a practice

dating far back into the Middle Ages. The German towns re-

tained wind players in the towers for the purpose of keeping

watch and announcing the hours. These towermen, called

thuerr, played at specified times and performed various

civic duties. In time they formed small groups of six or

eight players arn played processional music, dance music,

and the accompaniments for church chorales. After the re-

formation their duties became more arduous when they had

to remind people to pray by performing chorales on trombones

and zinken (wooden instruments with a cup mouthpiece) three

times a day. Until the middle of the seventeenth century,

these band of thuermer were perhaps the most important ex-

ponents of wind-instrument musIc. 1 Their duties were varied

and highly important to the people of the town, for the pred-

atory feudal lords of the Middle Ages were always prepared,

on the slightest pretext, to plunder wherever there was a

fair prospect of booty. The thuemer were kept in every town,

lRiohard Franko Goldman, The Band's My i0, p. 22.

23
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residing either at the top of specially constructed towers,

or in chambers fitted high up in the church steeples. They

had to sound the zinken at every hour, blow a signal on the

horn to warn the citizens of an enemy's approach, and raise

the alarm in case of f ire. On feast days they played a

sacred song at early dawn and a secular one at midday. Hav-

ing absolute authority over his men, the master was able to

delegate his duties aloft to the apprentices, himself return-

ing to more comfortable quarters on the ground.2

Although still called thuermer, these tower-men assumed

in course of time the functions of communal band masters, and

supplied the musical accompaniments at all church festivals,

the processional music at civic pageants, and the dance music

on the occasion of public holidays, They had the privilege

of playingg in" the Christ on Christmas Eve; and of playing

a farewell tune to the Old Year an hour before the birth of

the New, for which they were allowed to collect money from the

citizens. After a while the different terms "thuermer,"

"stadtpfeifer," and "stadtmusicus," became synonomous, and the

distinction between them was forgotten. Nearly every town of

average size had its own band, and the rivalry between them

was responsible for bringing wind-instrument music to a com-

mendable degree of perfection. 3

2.T.A. Kappey, A short History of Militar Music, p. 14.

Ibid, p. 15.
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From the earliest times the trumpet was an instrument

which was associated with religious and stately pagaents. Its

brilliant and incisive tone was reserved exclusively for the

use of kings and nobles. The early town bands were not al-

lowed to employ trumpeters or kettle drummers; and when the

law forbidding such employment was infringed upon, heavy pen-

alties were imposed by law upon the offending town. The

trumpeters divided themselves into two classes; the trained,

who held diplomas after four to seven years experience; and

the untrained , who were merely field trumpeters, accustomed

only to sounding the usual cavalry signals. These two groups

were not allowed to play in the same band together, and the

lower grades were not allowed to even sound their instruments

at court or at festivals. The duties of the higher grades

were many and strictly regulated; and they enjoyed many advan-

tages. They traveled with their lord, and were required to

play brilliant fanfares when he entered a town or castle.

They often acted as heralds, standing behind their master's

chairs after having announced the meal with a trumpet flourish.

The trumpets were eventually introduced into the town band,

however, and had a beneficial influence upon the progress of

wind bands in general. New effects were produced, and a

hitherto unknown brilliance was lent to the sober tones of the

fifes , zinken, and trombones.4

4I I.pp. 17-18.
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No attempt shall be made here to reproduce examples of

all the German Tower Music, but outstanding examples of the

most prolific composers have been chosen to endeavor to get

an idea of the general style and instrumentation used in the

seventeenth century.

Johann Walther

A little-known composer to whom Arnold Schering, in

his Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen, attributes one piece

for brass instruments, is Johann Walther (1496-1570). The

original instrumentation for the on fuDr ei sinsatru-

mente shown in Example 8 is not known, but the use of one
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cornet and two trombones would be quite suitable. Walther

was one of the earliest composers of the Lutheran Church,

and his Geflstich Gesangk Buchleyn for four voices (1524)

was the first protestant hymnbook. This work came as a re-

sult of his being called to Wittenberg by Luther to assist

him in framing the Gerran Mass. 5

Johann Pezel

The center of the activity of the tower musicians seems

to have been in Leipzig where Johann Pezel (1639-1694) served

as town musician. The origin and history of this once re-

nowned man have been hidden in unpenetrable darkness until

a short time ago. Recent investigations have yielded that

he was born in Glatz. His name appears in the Liepzig city

piper documents for the first time in the year 1664, where

he is mentioned as being a member of a group of "art fiddlers."

His activities during his early years, and where he received

his musical education are still mysteries. Late in 1669 or

early in 1670, he joined the 5tadtpfeifers in whose company

he faithfully served the municipal council until the summer

of 1681, when he, apparently frightened by the plague, went

to Bautzen. It is at Bautzen that his activities are defi-

nitely traceable for the first time. Except for Gottfried

Reiche, Pezel is the only other Leipzig Stadtpfiefer to have

5 "Johann Walther," Groves Dictionary of Music ano.L Musi-

cians, Vol. IV, 3rd ed.
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had his compositions published. The number is great and is

by no means limited to Turmsonaten. he also wrote suite for

string instruments, but the only two works extant are hit

Hora Decline of 1670 and Funfstimmigte Blasenden Musik of

1685. In spite of French and Italian influences, the works

of Pezel preserve the German character. This artist remains

a splendid representative of the bourgeois, the height of the

German Baroque. In the period immediately following , hi3

style lived only in the German Church Cantatas.6

In the La Decim, the first sonata work appears with

the indication "wind music." The preface includes an arrange -

ment for indoor playing in which the violins and violas take

the parts of the zinken and trombones, but the music, with

its seriousness and lack of fast figures is wholly related

to the character of wind music. The Funfstimmigte Blasen

Musik probably did not originate on Leipzig soil since tie

composer left in 1681, but it is steeped in the old Leipzig

tradition. It contains seventy-six consecutively numbered

pieces, six of which are arranged in suites. In the yea

1669, when the Musica Vesperina appeared, Pezel was still

a member of the "art-fiddlers." This work helped draw atten-

tion to his talent and led to a position with the better-

paid Stadtpfeifer. The work itself was written with a great

wealth of imagination and abundant originality, often producing

6Arnold Schering, Turmmusiken und $uiten, lb- JTohann
Peel, microfilm Dl, reel 49.
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powerful effects. He thought nothing of parallel fifths,

however, ai some of the music is rather stiff and uninter-

eating. 7

In the last two decades there has been a rising interest

in the Tower Music of the old masters, and asone modern publi-

cations have made these works available to the public, Arnold

5chering has brought forth some pieces from the Funfatimmite

Blasend Musik, which were published in 1905; recently Adolf

Mueller followed with some of the same in his collection Vom

Turm; and Ernst Meyer has published eighteen pieces by Pezel,

a ix of which are for the ora Decia and twelve from the

FunfatimMigte Blasen e Musjk. 8 Examples 9 and 10 show two

I NP
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Example 9.--"Intrade" from the Funf tjixigte
Bla-senden Mus k by Johann Pezel,
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8Ernst Meyer, Turnimusik, jy Johann Pezel.
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of the many works of Pezel published by Robert King. The

"Intrade" has been transposed down a perfect fifth to ao-

commodate B flat instruments. The original instrumentation

was for two cornets and three trombones; however the modern

instrumentation of two cornets, horn, trombone, and tuba is

much more practicable. "Sonata No. 2" from the Hora Decima

has also been transposed down a perfect fifth with the same

instrumentation as the "Intrade." As indicated by the title,

this music was heard on the ten o'clock programs of the

Leipzig town musicians, and is interesting as definite evi-

dence that the tower musicians had by that time outgrown

their simple functions, and had combined into groups which

performed music for public dances, parades, and other civic
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events. Both of these works by Pezel have intrinsic musical

value in that the two collections as a whole were the first

volumes given exclusively to wind instruments

Gottfried Reiche

A famous trumpet virtuoso and composer of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries was Gottfried Reiche (1667-1734).

The works of Reiche and Pezel form the high point of the tower

sonata literature. In 1697 Reiche published his Vijund-

zwanzig N .uatr ijinia for one cornet and three trombones,
a sample ofi which is shown in Example 11. The modern edition

SIlk
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Examle l.-"Sonata No. 7" f rom the Vierundc-zwanzNeue -strionia by Gottfried Reiohe.

gRichard Franko Goldman, an's Music, p. 26.
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by ?obert King calls for trumpet, horn, trombone, and tuba.

A baritone part has also been added to give more sonority to

the bass. The music has been transposed down an augmented

fourth to make it more convenient for modern instruments.

Reiche was a member of the Town Piper Society of Liepzig

in 1691, became master violinist in 1700, and later served

as first trumpeter under Johann Sebastian Bach. He was held

in very high esteem, and in 1727 the Council of Leipzig had

his portrait painted by Elias Gottlieb Haussman, the famous

painter of Bach. Reiche's other works are 12g Abbtasstuokgen

(small pieces far wind instruments) and five chorale books;

but the Qugtricinia, which are sonatinas and fugues, are the

only works extant. These pieces are valuable enough to escape

oblivion, for they are still used by the Dresden Mission

Trombone Choir on Saturday evenings from the tower of the

Christ Church to announce the Vespers. 1 0 Tower music was the

music of the people, for it accompanied their work and play

and was woven into their lives. Ieiche, one of the greatest

contributors to this type of music, is said to have died of

an overstrain from blowing at a performance of the Bach

Cantata, Preis dein g Gesegnejgtea hsen

1 0Adolf Mueller, Vierundwani Ke Aualtricinia, a
Gottfried Rei.he, microfilm D60.



CHAPTER IV

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

This chapter will not be devoted entirely to any partic-

ular period or country, but will include various composers

of the Netherlands and England. Biographical information on

some of them is practically non-existent, but each contrib-

uted at least one notable work to the brass ensemble reper-

toire and is included for that reason.

Orlando Lassus

The works of Orlando Lassus (c. 1530-1594), some two

thousand compositions, embrace every f orm of music of his

period and show the composer equally at home in every one of

them. The Italian madrigal, the French chanson, and the Ger-

man part song are each expressed as from the heart of an

Italian, a Frenchman, or a German. One can hardly speak of

a "Lassus Style," as no two of his works resemble each other. 1

Lassus and Palestrina, both dying in 1594, have long been

recognized as twin summits in musical history. The music of

both composers was often performed by instruments as well as

sung by voices; but the instruments played only the vocal

parts, and the style is much more vocal than instrumental.

lPaul Lang, lusic in Western Civilization, p. 231.
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Lassus, however, was more familiar with the use of instrum

ments, and often imitates them in his vocal writing if in

the words of the song there was any suggestion of instru-

ments. 2  This might have been the case with the Providebam

Dominum shown in Example 12, which is purely vocal music but

was performed by brass at least once under the direction of

___
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Examle 2.-OrlndeDe Asss ~oiear
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2"Orlancio De Lassus," Groves Diotionar of Musio and
Musi a, Vol. III, 3rd edition.
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Lassus himself. This work has been transcribed by Robert

King and restored for five cornets, trombone, baritone, and

tuba.

This is a very effective composition in which the choir

of three cornet parts is set off against the other instru-

mental parts. In the modern edition the tuba part is optional

since it merely doubles the baritone in the lower octave.

Orlando Lasso, or Orlando De Lassus, was a Belgian com-

poser born at Mons, in Hainault, probably not much earlier

than 1532, the date given by the epitaph printed at the end

of the volumes of the Magnum Qpus jusicum. Very little is

known of his early career, but it is known that his first

book of madrigals was published in Venice in 1555. In 1557

he was invited by Albrecht IV, Duke of Bavaria, to go to

Munich, the city which became his home for the rest of his

life except for occasional trip to Italy and France. Prob-

ably no other composer has ever had more ideal circumstances

for artistic inspiration and expression than had Lassus. His

duty was to make music all day every day and according to his

own tastes. Nothing was too good, too severe, or too new for

the duke. Instrumental music, which in the sixteenth century

had hardly any independent existence, accompanied the meals
of the court; and Lassus would often rise from his meal to

sing trios and quartets with picked voices of the court. 3

3"Orlando Lasso," Ency clopedia Britannica, Vols. XV-
XVI, 13th edition.
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His fame soon became world-wide, and every contemporary

authority is full of the acclamation with which he was greeted

wherever his travels took him. In 1579 Duke Albrecht died;

and although Lassus' salary was guaranteed to him for life

and the new duke was very kind to him, the loss of his master

was a great grief and seems to have checked his activity for

sometime. In 1589, after the publication of six Masses,

ending with a beautiful Missa pro Defunctis, his strength

began to fail; and a sudden serious illness left him depressed

and inactive until his death on the fourteenth of June, 1594,

No one has approached Lassus in the ingenuity, quaintness, and

humor of his tone painting. When it is a question of purely

musical high spirits, he was unrivalled; and his setting of

Walter de Lapes Fertur in Conviviis and most of his French

chansons are among the most deeply humorous music in the

world.4

His works comprise: (1) the Magnum Opus iusitul, a pos-

thumous collection containing Latin pieces for from two to

twelve voices; (2) three volumes of French Chansons; (3) two

volumes of German four-part and five-part Lieder; (4) five

volumes of madrigals; (5) three volumes of church music; (6)

one hundred Magnificats in three volumes; (7) eight volumes

of masses; (8) five volumes of unpublished works. 5

4 Ibid.

5Ibid.



Anthony holborne

A branch of instrumental music which enjoyed great

popularity during the end of the sixteenth century and through-

out the seventeenth was ensemble music, for viols or other

instruments, which can rightfully be called chamber music.

Example 13 is an excellent sample of this type of writing.

Anthony holborne (d. 1602), the composer , states incongrously

on the title page that this music is "for Viols, Violins, or

other Musicall, Winde Instruments." 6  The Honie-Suck and

The Night Watch have been transposed down a major Second

and scored for two cornets, horn, baritone, and tuba.

907 77 O

Example 13a. -- Anthony holborne's The Eonie -Suckle

6hobert D. King, Music for Brass, (catalogue) 1950.
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Example 13b.--Anthony Holborne's Th Watch

The publications of Anthony Holborne anrd Thomas IMorely,

both appearing in 1599, opened this phase of chamber music;

and the two pioneers were soon joined by other notable vocal

and keyboard composers, such as Byrd and Gibbons. Originally

these were cantus firmus works, that is,, polyphonic settings

of so-called Miserere and In Nomine tenors. The In Nomines

were instrumental fantasies based on a plain-song cantus

firmus. They were very popular with instrumental composers,

and almost every one of them tried his hand at it at one

time or another. 7

7Paul Lang, Music in Western Civilizat ion, p. 291.

4.1



John Adson

Another rather obscure English composer was John Adson

(c. 1620), who was a famous trumpet or cornet player of the

early seventeenth century. he is responsible for some origi-

nal brass music, one piece of which is shown in Example 14.

IV,_ _7_ _

Example 14,--"Ayre for Cornetts and Sagbuts"
from John Adson's Courtly u Ayres.

This music has been transposed d own a major second, and

dynamic, phrase, and tempo markings have been added. Very

little is known of Adson except that in 1604, the Duke of

Lorraine acquired his services for the ensuing thirty years

after which he returned to England as "musician for the flutes

and cornetts."8

8King,

vao OF
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Henry Purcell

Another notable contributor to brass music was Henry

Purcell (1658-1695). This well-known English composer was

born in St. Ann's Lane, Old Pye Street, Westminister. At a

very early age he was admitted to the chapel-royal as a

chorister, and studied first under Captain Henry Cooke, and

afterwards under Pelham Humfrey , a pupil of Lully. He is said

to have composed well at nine years of age, but the earliest

work that can be definitely identified as his is an ode for

the king's birthday, written in 1670. After Humfrey's death

he continued his studies under John Blow, and in 1676 he was

appointed copyist at Westminister Abbey. In 1680 Blow, who

had been appointed organist of Westminister Abbey in 1669,

resigned his office in favor of his pupil; and Purcell, at the

age of twenty-two, was placed in one of the most honorable

positions an English artist could occupy. Later he was ap-

pointed organist of the chapel-royal, an office which he was

able to hold in conjunction with his Wes minister Abbey

appointment. For some years after this he was busily engaged

in the production of sacred music, odes to the king and royal

family, and other similar works. His greatest work is un-

doubtably his TeDeum and yubilate , written for $t. Cecelia's

Day, 1694, the first English Te Dum ever composed with or-

chestral accompaniment. 9 Purcell did not long survive this work.

9"Henry Purcell," Encyclopedia Britannica, Vols. XXI-
XXII, 13th edition.

law
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Purcell wrote one full-scale opera, Dido andAeneas. It

was composed for a girl's boarding school at Chelsea. The

opera is generally recognized as a masterpiece, and as Purcell

was no doubt aware of the extent of his achieve ment, it is

odd that he contented himself thereafter with writing what

might be called near-operas. Perhaps the almost incessant

and usually hasty provision of official and incidental music

unfitted him for the sustained efforts of writing operas. 1 0

The funeral of 4ueen Mary, for which Purcell wrote the

music, was of rare magnificence, and various accounts of it

were published. Purcell composed for it the beautiful anthem,

"Thou knowest, Lord, the secrets of our hearts," as well as

two pieces for instruments, undoubtedly trombones. 1 1 This

music is shown in Examples 15a and 15b in the modern edition

by Robert King, It has been transposed down a perfect fourth

and recorded for two cornets, trombone, baritone, and tuba.

The "March" is dirge-like which was used fcr the procession

to Westminister Abbey, and the impressive "Canzona" was played

in the Abbey during the service.

Purcell died only a few months later, and the music which

he had composed for the funeral of his Queen was played at

his own funeral. He died at his house in Dean's Yard,

1 0 "Henry Purcell," Inernationa Dictionay o f 4Musiv .A.
Musijjs , 4th ed.

1 1 "Henry Purcell," Groves Digtionay g_ LMusic and Mufi-
cians, Vol. IV, 3rd ed.
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Westminister, and was buried under the organ at Westminister

Abbey. 12

k

Example l5a.--"Maroh" from the Funeral iusic
-P . arl by Henry Purcell.

WxampIe Ibb.--"Canzona" from the
for ueensMa ry by henry .turoell,

Funal Music

1 2"henry Purcell," no yclopedi a Britannica, Vols, XII-
XXII, 13th ed.



CHAPTER V

AVAILABLE MUSIC FOR BRASS CHOIR AM) ENSEMBLE

One of the problems facing the modern band and orchestra
conductor is finding appropriate, worthwhile music for his
brass groups to play. An enormous quantity of this music

has been written recently, but the musical value in most of
it is negligible. The purpose of this chapter is to set down

as completely as possible, those works for brass groups which

the author thinks are suitable for high school and college

ensembles.

Johann Pezel, Sonata No. g, Music for Brass, NorthEaston, Mass. This sonata was selected from the forty thatcomprise the famous L Ra cima collection of tower musicwhich was published in Leipzig in 1670. It is effectiveceremonial music, well within the ability of the average in-strumentalist.

Johann Pezel, Three Pieces, Music for Brass, NorthEaston, Mass. Here are three examples of the light musicused for weddings, fairs, and shooting matches by the townmusicians of the seventeenth century. This work is composedof an Intradae, arabande, and Bal.

Johann Pezel, a No. 1, Music for Brass, NorthEaston, Mass. This is another of the stalwart tower sonatasfrom the Hora Decimjcollection. It is music well suited tothe training of young brass players in good tone production
and correct intonation.

Johann Pezel, .S Pieces, Music for Brass, North Easton,Mass. These pieces represent the general-purpose music ofthe seventeenth century town musicians, and include twoSarabandes, Intrada, Bal, Courente, and Gigue.

Johann Pezel, Sonata o. ,Music for Brass, North Easton,Mass. Another sonata from the Hora Decimc ollection.

43
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Gottfried ieiche, Sonata No. j1, Music for Brass, North
Easton, Mass. This sonata was taken from Reich's Vierund-
zwanzig 4eua u tricinia which was published in 1696. It
opens in a fugal style and ends with a very expressive,
grave section.

Gottfried Reiche, oata No. 7, Music for Brass, North
Easton, Mass. This is another from the Neue uatricinia
collection. It begins with a slow chordal section and ends
with a fast fugal close.

Gottfried Reiche, onaa No. ZA, Music for Brass, North
Easton, Mass. This sonata uses for its theme the old Easter
plainsong, Gloria in Exelsis Deo, which was probably best
known to heiche in its adaptation as the chorale melody,
Allein got in ArhLohs eji_ hr.

Gottfried Ieiche, No. J8, Music for Brass, North
Easton, Mass. This piece is a fine example of Reiche's
mastery of the ostinato bass, a device which is used most
effectively to drive the fast moving alla breve opening sec-
tion into a final broad sweeping section in triple meter.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzon pr onre No. g, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. This is an early work of the
Venetian master written in purely instrumental style which
will present a challenge to the technical abilities of the
modern player.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Sonata OcjAv Toni, Music for Brass,
North Easton, Mass. This is an admirable piece of double-
choir writing which is well within the capabilities of the
average player.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzon uarti Toni, Music for Brass,
North Easton, Mass. Here is ceremonial music at its best,
written for triple-choir.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Cagnon Septimi Toni No. g, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. This work is another example of
.Gabrieli's double-choir style of writing which is very well
suited to brass, since it allows for the alternating of the
choirs, giving rest periods to the players.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzon Duodecimi Toni, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. This is a double-choir work whioh
has an optional organ part also written by the composer.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Sonata Pian e Forte, Music for Brass
North Easton, Mass. This is one of Gabrieli's most famous
compositions and needs no introduction to most brass players.
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Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzona er Sonara jAg. 4, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. This work is entirely contrapuntal
and requires players of more than moderate ability to accom-
plish an exact performance.

Jalestrina, Ricerca del rimo Tuono, Music for brass,
North Easton, Mass. This is one of the few instrumental works
of talestrina, and the style is thoroughly instrumental and
completely suited to brass.

Palestrina, Three Lymns, Music for brass, orth Easton,
Mass. The playing of vocal works by brass instruments was a
common thing in sixteenth century Italy, and these short pieces
of Palestrina are exceptionally well suited to a performance
in brass.

Johann Sebastian Bach, Qontrapuno&us I Music for brass,
North Easton, Mass. This work is from Bach s The Art u
for which there is no specified medium.

Johann Sebastian Bach, Gontrgpunctus III, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. Bach's The Artof Fugue furnishes
another fine brass choir work. The subject of this fugue is
the inversion of the answer of ionlrapunctus I.

George Frederic Handel, Two Pieces, Music for Brass,
North Easton, Mass. These two pieces were taken from two
Handel operas, Julius esar and Ottone respectively. This
is excellent music for commencements ani other ceremonious
affairs.

George Frederic Handel, Threg Pieces from Water Music,
Music for Brass, North Easton, Mass. This is open air music
which is ideally suited to brass.

George Frederic Handel, Overture l hiBernice, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. Also well suited to brass, this
work, transcribed by Edwin Glick, opens with a chordal section
and closes with a fast contrapuntal section.

henry turcell, Funeal Music fo r 4ueen Mary, Music for
Brass, North Easton, Mass. This music was written for (ueen
Mary's funeral, only to be performed again a few months later
at Purcell's owh funeral. The first piece in dirge-like
manner followed by an impressive canzona which was played in
the Abbey during the funeral service.

Henry Purcell, "Allegro" and "Air" from King Arthur,
Music for Brass, North Easton, Mass. This was originally
written for string orchestra, but the Allegro suggests trum-
peting and the Air is a touching simple melody, quite appro-
priate for brass instruments.
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Orlande De Lassus, Providebam Dominum, Music for Brass,North Easton, Mass. A choir of three cornets is set offagainst the other instrumental parts.

Samuel $cheidt, .a dJesus amn A=Kreuzeq SAndt Music fowBrass, North Easton, Mass. The composer's treatment of thisold chorale melody is well-suited to the lower instruments ofthe brass choir, or to a choir of all trombones.

Ludwig Van Beethoven, Three Eguali, Music for Brass,North Easton, Mass. These three pieces were composed byBeethoven for trombones as music for All Soul's Day. Two ofthem were alternately sung by male voices and played on trom-bones at Beethoven's own funeral.

Robert D. King, Prelude an Fugue, Music for Brass,North Easton, Mass. This work was writ ten in the spring of1940. The subject of the fugue is by the French Theorist,Andre Gedalge.

Robert D. King, Seven Conversation Pices Music forBrass, North Easton, Mass. These pieces constitute impressionsof everyday conversations of all sorts of people. This musicpresents a challenge to the technical resources of any brasschoir.

Willson Osborne, Two Ricercari for Brass Instrumenyskusic for Brass, North~Tston, Mass.~This is contemporarymusic in the Findemith vein. The continual change of metersignatures makes this music a challenge to conductor andplayers alike.

The music listed up to this point is recommended for use
with brass choirs numbering as many as twenty or twenty-four

players. The next list may be used to good advantage with

small ensembles, such as quartets, quintets, sextets, or sep-

tets.

qUARTETS:

William Bergan, Suite, Carl Fischer, New York.

F. Borowski, A Mornin Son, Boosey and Hawkes, New York.

R. Carle, Enchantment, Volkwein Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Norman Uazden, Three Directions, Associated Music Pub-lishers, New York.
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Sol Cohen, Auarte. , Belwin, Inc., New York.

Coleridge-Taylor, "Demande et Response," from Petitequitee aauConcert, Boosey and Hawkes, New York.

Bernard Fitzgerald, ant ant b "e, Beiwin, Inc.
New York.

G. Gault, a tuae, Dixie Music House, Chicago,

Glazounow, _I Modo ieJigioso, hubank, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

Edward Greig, Watchman's .ng, Volkwein Bros., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Paul Hindemith, Morgenmusik, Associated Music Publishers,New York.

F. McKay, Intlerlude, C. L. Barnhouse, Inc., Oskaloosa,
Iowa.

Harry Parsball, Quartet jA b, Belwin, Inc., New York.

K. hathaus, Invogalionjg tFnfgre, Boosey and Hawkes,
New York.

A. Scmutz, Integer Vitae, Belwin, Inc., New York.

. tuthill, juguefr Four Brasses, Carl Fischer, Inc.,
New York,

QUINTETS:

Carl Busch, Dial gue, Belwin, Inc., New York.

Carl Busch, humoresque, Carl Fischer, Inc., New York.

Frederic Chopin, military Polongise, Witmark and Sons,
New York.

A. Corelli, Serenate, Mills Music Co., (Arr. by Taylor)
New York.

Carl Frangkiser, juintuse, Belwin, Inc., New York.

G. Gault, Q0 ledonia, Gamble-Hinged Co., Chicago, Ill.

W. S. Johnson, Allegro Briosg, Belwin, Inc., New York.

W. S. Johnson, Scherzo, Belwin, Inc., New York.
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Claudio Monteverdi, U&t, Mercury -Music Corp., ,New York,(Arr. by $idney Beck).

Robert wanders, .ifuinte .in Bb, Music Press, Inc., N. Ye

Pa. Franz Schubert, Last Volkwein Bros., Pittsburgh,

A. Simon, First uintet , 0. a, Gamble-Hinged Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Guiseppi Verdi, "Triumphal March," from Aida Witmarkand Sons, New York.

SEXTETS:

A. Becke r, j , Remick Music Co. , New York.

Georges Bizet, Prelude LArlesienne, C. L. Barnhouse
Co., Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Oscar Bohme, Sextet, .2. 230, Witmark and Sons, New York.

Felix Borowski, , Boosey ani Hawkes, Inc.I, N. Y.

Carl Busch, Prelude am Chorale, Carl Fischer, New York.

Sol Cohen, Trium-ohal rch , Boosey Hawkes Belwin, N. Y.

P. Collinge, Lhanson Melacholique, Belwin, Inc. , N. Y.

Henry Cowell, Tall Mercury Music Corp., N. Y,

Charles Gounod, "Soldiers Chorus," from FAust, Witmark
and Sons, New York.

George Frederic Handel, March from Occasional Overure
Concord Publishing Co., St. Louis, ~

F. McKay, Dramati ade C. L. Barnhouse Co.,
Oskaloosa, Iowa.

F. McKay, Romantic gurA, C. L. Barnhouse Co., Oskaloosa,
Iowa.

R. D. Miller, inigure, Beiwin, Inc., New York.

Serge Prokof ieff , "Triumphal March," from Peter and theWolf, Concord Publishing Co., St. Louis, Mo. ~

A. D* $chmutz, Fntasy Sketlh, Carl Fischer, New York.
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. I. Talmadge, Frontier, Witmark ard Sons, New York.

SEPTET$:

A. Berezowsky, B Suite, Mills Mus ic Co., New York.

G. Lange, u Party, Vitmark aid Sons, New York.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The works which are listed on previous pages will prob-
ably surprise many people who have believed brass-instrument

literature to be almost non-existent. This list is by no

means complete, but perhaps it will give the teacher or con-

ductor an insight into the possibilities of the brass choir

and ensemble. This type of music is becoming increasingly

popular in America today. Robert D. King, of North Easton,

Massachusetts, has given several concerts of brass music in

that sector, as have Bernard Fitzgerald of the University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, and Leon F. Brown of North Texas State

College, Denton, Texas. There is a great amount of listener

appeal in the luxuriant sonorities of Pezel, eich, and

Gabrieli, and the average listener is delightfully surprised

that a brass group of twenty to thirty players can play with

such delicacy and finesse. There are today more good brass-

instrument players than ever before, and these players have

the advantage of playing on much-improved instruments.

Besides being excellent program material, this music is

also valuable as a training aid for young brass players. Most

of the music is not difficult technically; therefore it may be
used to great advantage in developing good intonation and
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correct breathing habits. The band director may work with
his entire brass section on pleasant sounding music tich will

take the place of some of the boring drills usually used in

sectional rehearsals.

Today there is an increasing demand in our colleges and

universities for brass ensemble music that will parallel in

the musical life of the brass player the position of the string

quartet or woodwind ensembles. For brass players themselves,

no better training and no deeper enjoyment can be had than the
performance of music by small ensembles. Every player should

endeavor to find the opportunity of playing in such a group.

Certainly no small group will ever have the appeal for the

public as a full band or orchestra; but it should definitely

have a place, and no other type of music will give as much

enjoyment to the wind-instrument player.
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